Rostral ganglia are required for induction but not expression of crayfish escape reflex habituation: role of higher centers in reprogramming low-level circuits.
It is widely assumed that learning results from alterations in the strength of synapses within the neural pathways that mediate a learned behavioral response and that these alterations are directly caused by training-induced activity of neurons connected by the changing synapses. Initial evidence for this view came from studies of habituation of defensive reflexes in several invertebrate species. However, more recent studies of habituation of the escape reflex in one of these species, the crayfish, have shown that habituation is substantially caused by tonic inhibitory input from cephalic ganglia; this descending inhibition suppresses the activity of neurons within the escape circuit, which reside in caudal ganglia. Such control by descending inhibition indicates that animals with encephalized nervous systems do not entirely abdicate to low-level circuitry the important decision of whether to habituate to stimuli that might warn of danger. Higher centers in fact play a major role in controlling the habituation of this potentially life-saving protective response. Another way for higher centers to control lower ones would be to induce alteration of the lower center's intrinsic properties. Here, we show that, whereas descending input from higher ganglia is needed to induce habituation, once established, habituation persists even after rostral ganglia are disconnected. This provides evidence that lower-level neural circuits can be reprogrammed through transient interaction with higher ganglia to decrease their intrinsic tendency to produce escape.